Slam Dunk

• How well do you know about the University Tar Heels
• **Purpose:** Know a little more about UNC so you can talk smack to your friends

• **Age:** Appropriate: 12 and older

• Students can play this group in a classroom setting where the teacher puts it up in front of the class and each student has 4 sheets of paper marked A, B, C, and D. The teacher will read the question and once the question is read all students will hold up the paper. The teacher will put each students name on the board and how many points they have. Each question will be marked on how much it is worth.
Question 1

What conference is UNC in?
A- ACC
B- Big Ten
C- Pac 10
D- Big East
If correct you scored 1 point

Answer A
Question 2

• Who is the coach for the University of North Carolina?

  A- Dean Smith
  B- Roy Williams
  C- Mark Few
  D- Jim Calhoun
Answer

B

If correct you scored 1 point
Question 3

- What is UNC’s arena called?
  A- Iba Arena
  B- Cameron Stadium
  C- Madison Square Gardens
  D- Dean E. Smith Center
Answer D

If correct you scored 2 points
Question 4

• Who is UNC’s all-time leader in total blocked shots in a career?

A- Bob McAdoo
B- Brendan Haywood
C- Eric Montross
D- Rasheed Wallace
If correct you scored 2 points
Question 5

• In 1991 UNC returned to the final four for the 1st time in 9 years. Who did the Tar Heels beat in the East Region finals to advance to Indianapolis?

A- Arizona
B- Michigan
C- Temple
D- Duke
Question 6

• Who is UNC's all time leader in total assists in a career?

A- Ed Cota
B- Kenny Smith
C- Phil Ford
D- Larry Brown
Answer

A

If correct you scored 3 points
Question 7

• Who was the regular starting small forward on the 1994-1995 Tar Heel team that reached the final four?

A- Vince Carter
B- Pat Sullivan
C- Dante Calabria
D- Brian Reese
If correct you scored 2 points
Question 8

- Who holds the single game scoring record at UNC?

A- Jerry Stackhouse  
B- Bob Lewis  
C- Michael Jordan  
D- Lennie Rosenbluth
If correct you scored 3 points
Question 9

• Who did UNC lose to in the 1972 final four semfinals?
  A- Florida State
  B- Purdue
  C- UCLA
  D- Dayton
Answer

A

If correct you scored 3 points
Question 10

What is the first season for UNC?

A- 1910
B- 1924
C- 1950
D- 1975
Answer

A

If correct you scored 3 points